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ABSTRACT 

E-commerce companies and their functioning have revamped the antitrust 

legislations. The Indian E-commerce market is one of the largest expanding 

markets. While this has its perks, there a plethora of rising antitrust concerns due 

to the anti-competitive practices adopted by such companies. This paper purports 

to examine and delve into various factors that are imperative while determining 

whether an E-commerce platform has indulged in anti-competitive practices, the 

consequential antitrust problems and the modus operandi of the Competition 

Commission of India. It also analysis Indian cases adjudicated by the Competition 

Commission of India and highlight the transformation in the perspective of 

various factors with respect to the E-commerce markets and its functioning. 

Further, the paper also sheds light on the global approach adopted by various 

countries to combat similar problems and specifically talks about imperative 

international cases adjudicated under the jurisdiction of the European Union and 

other authorities.   

A healthy thriving competitive market is crucial for the economy and general trade 

and commerce of the country. The policies of Competition Law set forth by the 

authorities determine the functioning of different aspects of the market and hence 

occupies a pivotal place in the corporate sector. The field of competition consists 

of a number of dynamic factors, which have to be monitored closely to assure that 

there are no anti-competitive practices and an imbalance in the power dynamics 

which would affect both the economy and consumer welfare adversely.  

Key Words- E-commerce Market, Data accumulation, Market Power, Deep 

Discounts, Preferential Treatment, etc. 
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“This not only enabled online platforms to squelch competition, it has enabled them to 

control markets such that they get very complete profiles on you, me, and everybody”- 

Gary Reback 

“The stickiness of online services is actually quite real”- Lina Khan 

INTRODUCTION 

Antitrust laws regarding the E-commerce markets have, in the recent past, been perhaps the 

most deliberated and debated topic. The recent Antitrust Proceedings and Investigations 

initiated globally against major E-commerce platforms for their colourable actions have 

reinstated a need to introspect the existing antitrust laws. India is the fastest growing market 

for the E-commerce sector growing at an annual rate of 51 percent in India.1 

The market structure of E-commerce platforms significantly differs from the traditional brick 

and mortar stores. The E- commerce platforms, possess a significant advantage since they form 

and expand their consumer base by not only collecting data of consumers but also by using that 

data to understand consumer purchasing patterns.2 Such practices are possible for traditional 

marketplaces too, but they face geographical restrictions. E-Commerce platforms face fewer 

restrictions and have a larger scope with respect to data collection. As stated earlier, the E-

commerce markets are growing at a high rate. However, the trend to be observed is that whilst 

the E-commerce market is ever so expanding, there remain few major players, more influential 

than the rest. For illustration purposes, the Indian online food delivery service platform 

comprises of only two players, Zomato and Swiggy. When Uber Eats was acquired by Zomato, 

no objection was taken by the Indian anti-competition authorities. 

In order to assess the market power of a firm many factors are taken into consideration such as 

market share, size and resources available, entry barriers, dependence of consumers, etc.3. 

However, one remarkable advantage big E-commerce platforms have is the availability of 

enormous data. Data forms the basis of E-commerce business and confers them market power4. 

From this, it could be inferred that if a platform has a larger consumer base attributable to the 

 
1 Competition Commission of India, Market Study on E-commerce in India at 5 
2 Ariel Ezrachi & Maurice E. Stucke, Virtual Competition ,7(9) Journal of European Competition Law & 

Practice 585,585 (2016)   
3 The Competition Act, §.19 (2002) 
4 UNCTAD, ‘Competition Issues in Digital Economy’ (1st May 2019) TD/B/C.I/CLP/54  

< https://unctad.org/system/files/official-document/ciclpd54_en.pdf > accessed 20th October 2020 
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data collected, they would have more market power. The capacity of a company, to collect store 

and use such data can serve as an entry barrier. For instance, Amazon and Flipkart marketplace 

will have more access to consumer data than a newer entrant. 

The Competition Commission of India (“CCI”) has recently initiated several investigations 

against major E-commerce players in the market, the likes of Amazon, Flipkart, Uber, MMT 

and OYO. This is not the first time that allegations have been raised against them by other 

players in the market, however, this is the first time an active investigation has been initiated 

by the CCI.  

In this paper, we seek to analyse the E-commerce markets in India, the resultant antitrust 

problems and the approach taken by the CCI in context of the same. We also examine the global 

approach towards the anti-competitive behaviour of online platforms and in consummation the 

paper suggests changes in the Act for incorporating the structure of the new market and 

compliances for an effective and vigilant anti-competitive enforcement.  

ANALYSIS OF E-COMMERCE MARKET IN INDIA:   

The E-commerce market platforms have provided abundant opportunities to sellers who either 

were a part of the offline markets or could not enter the markets due to certain restrictions. 

However, these online platforms have introduced to such seller, the potential to sell to millions 

of users, a target that they would never be able to accomplish as an independent entity. 

However, adopting an online business model and partnering with an E-commerce platform is 

also coupled with significant trade-offs. The major concerns which have been recognized by 

international authorities and CCI5 in India are the vertical restraints in the E-commerce market. 

Such restraints encompass exclusivity agreements, price parity clauses, and selective 

distribution agreements. There are several concerns that such established online platforms, use 

the data obtained by the third-party sellers, and sell to these consumers their private 

proprietary.6 For illustration purposes, in the Amazon Home & Kitchen category, the brand 

“Solimo” is one of the top sellers which is a private label owned by Amazon.7 

 
5 supra note 1 
6 supra note 4   
7 Supraja Srinivasan, 'Private Labels are what's cooking for amazon', Economic Times, 29th September, 2016 

<https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/small-biz/startups/private-labels-are-whats-cooking-at-amazon-

now/articleshow/54581692.cms?from=mdr>. 
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Thus, for such sellers, the biggest contender is the platform itself. Subsequently, the report8 

raises concerns with respect to the preferential treatment given to certain sellers, and an opaque 

system of product listings on the platforms. In such cases, the CCI has powers to scrutinize 

such restraints under Sections 3 and Section 4 which deal with Anti-Competitive Agreements 

and Abuse of Dominant Position respectively, of the Competition Act of India, 2002 

(Hereinafter referred to as “The Act”). The important aspects of the ecommerce markets in 

India haven been enumerated herein below 

 

1. Delineation of Relevant Market: 

At the outset, the initial step to recognize anti-competitive activities is to determine the relevant 

market. The definition of “relevant market” as specified in The Act is “the market which may 

be determined by the Commission with reference to the relevant product market or the relevant 

geographic market or with reference to both the markets.” 9 

The CCI has interpreted the bounds of a relevant market in various cases that have been 

enumerated below.  

In Ashish Ahuja v. Snapdeal.com10, the Informant was prohibited from selling San Disk 

products on the Opposite Party’s portal since it only allowed authorised sellers to use the 

platform for selling the products. An allegation of SanDisk Corporation and SnapDeal.com 

colluding with each other, preventing the Informant from selling products at competitive prices 

was raised. The fundamental issue in this matter was with respect to the selective distribution. 

The CCI took the view that “online and offline markets do not constitute two separate relevant 

markets but are two separate channels of distribution”. To further elaborate, the Commission, 

in Para 16 of the order emphasized on the fact that the primary differences between offline and 

online markets are largely in terms of the shopping experience and discounts provided to 

consumers.  

In Mohit Manglani v. M/s Flipkart India Private India Limited & Others11, the contention 

raised by the Informant was that the OPs had indulged in anti-competitive practices by entering 

 
   8 supra note 1  

9 The Competition Act §. 2(r), 2002 
10 Ashish Ahuja v. Snapdeal.com, CCI Case No. 17 of 2014 (2014) 
11 Mohit Manglani v. M/s Flipkart India Private India Limited & Others, Case No. 80 of 2014 (2014)  
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into exclusive agreements for products. The Informant contented that Chetan Bhagat’s book 

Half Girlfriend, was to be available exclusively on Flipkart. He further alleged that consumers 

who wanted to purchase this product would have to necessarily agree to the terms and 

conditions as put forth by the platform and such exclusive agreements would have adverse 

effects on competition in the market. Even though there was no specific interpretation of the 

relevant market in this case, the adjudicating body stated that every product sold on E-

Commerce platforms cannot be taken as a relevant market in itself. Therefore, even though the 

specific relevant market for the case was not examined, certain limitations were levied as to 

what can qualify as a relevant market.  

In All India Online Vendors Association v. Flipkart India Private Limited & Another12 there 

was a major shift in the approach by the CCI where the online markets were considered to 

distinct from offline markets rather than merely different channels of distribution.  

In Delhi Vyapar Mahasangh v. Flipkart Internet Private Limited & Another13 , the same 

approach was followed and the relevant market was construed as “online market for selling 

smartphones in India”. The CCI has observed this trend while interpreting the relevant market 

in the virtual travel agency business as well. In Federation of Hotel & Restaurant Association 

in India (FHRAI) v MMT-GoIbibo14 and RubTub Solutions v MMT-OYO15, the relevant 

market was construed to be “market for online intermediation services for booking of hotels in 

India”. Thus, it can be inferred that the CCI has shifted its approach from considering the online 

and offline markets as two channels of distribution to considering them distinct markets.  

 

2. Assessment of Market Power:  

The primary purpose to delineate the relevant market is to calculate market power to determine 

whether the enterprise/undertaking is dominant to abuse its position. Section 19(4) of the Act 

lists certain factors such as market share, entry barriers, market structure, vertical integration, 

dependency of consumers, etc. to assess the dominance of an enterprise in a market.16Though 

 
12 All India Online Vendors Association v. Flipkart India Private Limited & Another, CCI Case No. 20 of 2018 

(2018) 
13 Delhi Vyapar Mahasangh v. Flipkart Internet Private Limited & Another, Case 40 of 2019 (2019) 
14 Federation of Hotel & Restaurant Association in India (FHRAI) v MMT-GoIbibo, CCI Case No. 14 of 2019 

(2019) 
15 RubTub Solutions v MMT-OYO, CCI Case No.1 of 2020 (2020) 
16 The Competition Act, §.19(4), 2002  
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these factors are not exhaustive, the CCI has generally not taken into consideration the inclusive 

nature of the same.   

In M/s Mohit Manglani v. M/S Flipkart Private Limited and Others17, the Commission took 

the view that irrespective of the fact that the E-commerce portals were be taken as a separate 

relevant product, none of the Opposite Parties had a dominant position. The Commission 

justified this by stating that there were other players in the market providing the same online 

services and since none of the OPs were dominant at the time, the question of abuse of 

dominance did not arise. In the All India Online Vendors Association v. Flipkart India Private 

Limited & Another 18 cases, the Commission did not hold Flipkart India dominant in the 

relevant market of “services provided by online marketplace platforms for selling goods in 

India” with the rationalisation that many platforms have been launched into the market such as 

Paytm Mall, Shopclues, Snapdeal, and thus that is indicative of low entry barriers. 

In Delhi Vyapar19, the CCI took cognizance of the fact that network effects and access to data 

pose a major source for the generation of market power. This case is of paramount importance 

because it had begun to analyse the underlying factors that are used by E-commerce platforms 

to gain a higher market share. However, in September 2020 it was reported that the CCI had 

dismissed a case of abuse of dominance against Amazon Seller Service citing that there were 

several other competitors in the online fashion retail market.20 Hence, it can be concluded that, 

the factors that are considered while assessing market power are surrounded by ambiguity in 

India. 

The advancements witnessed due to technology have effectuated modification in the underlying 

market structure. A Company having significant, not dominant market power, is also capable 

of abusing its position and power in the market. Thus, abuse would not only stem from just 

Companies that have a dominant market share. Competition is a dynamic process, and the 

market share portrays existing competition. However, the existence of significant entry barriers 

varying in different market structures, can potentially strengthen the position of an undertaking 

 
17 supra note 11 
18 supra note 12 
19 supra note 13 
20 Gaurav Noronha, ‘CCI dismisses case of abuse of dominance against Amazon’, (September 11 2020) 

<https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/politics-and-nation/cci-dismisses-case-of-abuse-of-dominance-

against-amazon/articleshow/78065262.cms> accessed 21st October 2020  
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and assist in abusing its significant market power.21 Significant entry barriers in the E-

commerce market would be indirect network effects, access to a large quantum of consumer 

data, customer lock-in, and conglomeration of business activities.22   

Network effects are caused when a platform’s efficacy accelerates as the number of users using 

the platform increases. For the network effects to show positive influence, access to data plays 

a big role.23 And once the consumer base is created, it can create a positive feedback loop that 

can bring in more consumers with the help of data already accumulated. 

Popularity compounds and is reinforcing, markets with network effects tip towards oligopoly 

and monopoly.24 In the case of E-commerce marketplaces, the generation of network effects is 

dual, one through ultimate buyers and the other through third-party sellers.  

Access to and accumulation of consumer data by certain companies in the market potentially 

creates entry barriers in the market. It helps platforms to gauge the consumers’ behaviour and 

facilitate enhanced targeting in turn creating demand accordingly25. Such enhanced targeting 

helps the marketplace in launching the similar product or service for a better price and improved 

features.  In the recent anti-trust hearing conducted by the US anti-trust agency, Jeff Bezos 

confirmed that he cannot assure that third-party seller data is not used to amplify amazon’s 

business.26 

Another noteworthy feature of online platforms is the conglomeration of business activities27. 

For instance, Amazon started its “Amazon Prime” services which had benefits like free and 

priority deliveries and “later was extended as prime services across marketplace models, video 

streaming, music, etc. thus, a person subscribing for amazon’s prime video service can also be 

targeted for using its other services. Undoubtedly, incentives such as free delivery, 

comparatively lower prices and other offers also provide an impetus to consumer to use 

amazon’s services on a larger scale conglomeration of business activities also helps gain more 

 
21 Florence Thepot, ‘Co-opetition among digital platforms and consumer welfare’, European Commission (2018) 

 < https://ec.europa.eu/competition/information/digitisation_2018/contributions/florence_thepot.pdf>  
22Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development, Implications of E-commerce for Competition 

Policy DAF/COM (2018) Page 30  
23 Lina Khan, ‘Amazon’s Antitrust Paradox’, 126(3) Yale LJ, 710, (2017) 

<https://digitalcommons.law.yale.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=5785&context=ylj> date accessed 15th 

October 2020  
24 Maurice E. Stucke & Alan P. Grunes, Big Data and Competition Policy, 210 (Oxford 2016)  
25supra note 2 
26 Jay Greene, ‘Amazon may have used proprietary data to compete with its merchants, Bezos tells Congress’ 

Washington Post (July 30 2020), < https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2020/07/29/bezos-testimony-

data-antitrust/ >  
27 Supra note 22 
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and more control over data and such data can be used interchangeably between different 

business lines.  

Such control over excessive data in one line of business is correspondingly able to assist to 

enter a new line of business with ease28. For instance, when Flipkart acquired Myntra in 2014, 

there is no guarantee that Flipkart did not use its marketplace data to advantage its online 

fashion sale business. Conversely, Flipkart can also utilise Myntra’s user database to expand 

its business model. The best instance of this situation is the Google Search (Shopping)29 case 

where Google used its dominance in other markets and leveraged it to gain dominance in its 

comparison-shopping service results as well. Thus, all these factors act as significant market 

barriers in the new market structure and they should be taken into consideration while deciding 

market power.  

3. Dubious Behaviour Concerning Platform Neutrality:  

One of the major concerns amongst third party sellers and service providers is discrimination 

on E-commerce platforms. The two broad issues that comprise the problem of platform 

neutrality are 1) E-commerce platforms selling their own private labels on the same platform 

2) the platforms have a set of “preferred sellers” that receive preferential treatment. In several 

circumstances, the “preferred sellers” category can be considered an extension of the 

marketplace itself since those sellers’ agreements with the platforms.30 The system of listing of 

products on the platform is opaque which in turn raises concerns about platform neutrality. 

The Delhi Vyapar31 case emphasized this trend of “preferential treatment”. In a multitude of 

instances, the preferred sellers are either owned subsidiaries of the platform or there is some 

joint venture between the company and the platform or the platform may have any sort of vested 

interest in it. For instance, it is alleged that Amazon has preferred sellers on its platform namely 

Cloudtail India (a joint venture between Amazon and Catamaran Ventures) and Appario Retail 

(a wholly owned subsidiary of a joint venture between Amazon and Mr. Ashok Patni which 

received a round of investment from Frontizo Business Services Ltd.) which in some way 

associated with Amazon.32 

 
28 Supra note 23 at 786 
29 Commission v Google Search (Shopping) Case C- 9/08, EC (2017) 
30 supra note 13  
31 supra note 13 
32 supra note 13 
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A recurrent feature of the modern platform economy is the fact that successful platforms tend 

to be active in numerous distinct, yet interlinked, market segments. Accordingly, a firm that is 

dominant in one product market may influence its dominance into an adjacent segment, by 

operating in an inequitable manner towards its own subsidiary products against other trading 

partners.33 Several issues lie with such practices of E-commerce platforms.  

Not all sellers/service providers trading on E-commerce marketplace can afford to provide 

discounts and deals on products and thus the sellers who are incapable of providing such hefty 

discounts are listed below on the E-commerce marketplace. Other imperative factors like the 

quality of the products, reviews, user experiences are not taken into consideration. In the market 

study34 conducted by the CCI, there seemed to be a conflict regarding the fact that who has the 

final say on the discounting strategies. The service providers contended that the platforms 

ultimately decide the discount percentages while the platforms took the view that the final 

discounts were up to the third-party sellers. Many platforms, which act as marketplaces offer 

discounts over and above the discount already offered by the preferred seller/service provider 

and because of this other third-party seller who are starting their business or cannot afford to 

provide such hefty discounts are compelled to, merely to survive as a contender on the platform. 

There are also disconcerting allegations regarding preferential treatment with respect to 

different commission rates and penalties.  

 

4. Impediments of Deep Discounts:  

Factually, E-commerce platforms have been known for aiming at growth rather than profit.35 

The Delhi Vyapar36 case alleges that the platforms incur major costs of the preferred sellers 

and provide deep discounts to them. The E-commerce market also sells its own private label 

products at a highly discounted rate due to which other sellers’ who sell product in the same 

category will, by default, face a disadvantage. Discounting has been a marketing strategy for 

all sellers. Brick-and-mortar store sellers also indulge in such tactics. However, in the current 

scenario, discounts seem to be the only deciding factor in the sale of the product. Discounting 

become anti-competitive in the form of predatory pricing when the only one indulges in such 

 
33 supra note 22  
34 supra note 1  
35 supra note 23 
36 supra note 13 
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discount only with the intention to eliminate competition. This begs the pertinent question of 

whether predatory pricing and deep discounts can be equated?  Predatory pricing can be defined 

as “sale of goods or provision of services, at a price which is below the cost, as may be 

determined by regulations, of production of the goods or provision of services, with a view to 

reduce competition or eliminate the competitors.”37 The prevailing course followed in India is 

that in order to prove that one has indulged in predatory pricing, dominance in the relevant 

market is a necessary pre-condition.  

In Meru Travel Solutions Private Limited (MTSPL) v. Uber India Systems Pvt. Ltd38, it was 

alleged that Uber’s anticompetitive behaviour and indulgence in predatory pricing has affected 

the Informant’s business. However, the CCI held that Uber did not evidently hold a dominant 

position in the relevant market and thus the conduct of Uber need not be examined. However, 

the case was then appealed to the COMPAT. According to the order of the COMPAT, the 

reports used to assess the position of Uber in the market were disputed and hence an 

investigated by the Director General was ordered. The COMPAT also took the view that 

dominance could not only be assessed by market shares but various other factors such as global 

developments, funding and networks, etc. In Uber’s appeal to Supreme Court, it dismissed the 

appeal and upheld the decision to initiate an investigation. The Supreme Court also stated that 

as far as “abuse” is concerned under S.4 (2) (a) of the Act, the provision of abuse of dominant 

position will be applied if an enterprise levies below cost price for services offered. Thus, a 

prevailing perspective is that a pricing strategy which tilts the market in favour of a company 

is predatory.  

Significant players, who may not be dominant per se, also do have the potential to abuse their 

position in the market and adopt a pricing strategy that could have an adverse impact on the 

competition in the market and make it difficult for new entrants to access the market. 

Significant players may not have much impact on the market when the strategy of predatory 

pricing is observed for a short period, but by engaging in predatory pricing, the objective of 

eliminating competition from the market from the perspective of a long time period can be 

achieved.  

 

 
37 The Competition Act, §.4(2), 2002 
38 Meru Travel Solutions Private Limited (MTSPL) v. Uber India Systems Pvt. Ltd, CCI Case No. 81 of 2015 

(2015) 
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5. The Conundrum of Price-Parity Clauses: 

Price Parity clauses, also known as most favoured nations clause, is another issue of contention 

in the E-commerce sectors. Price parity clauses are a type of Vertical Arrangement between the 

online platforms and goods/service providers that assures favourable terms to the online 

platform, generally in terms of price as those offered by the goods/service providers on its own 

website or on any other online platforms.39 To simplify, it is a clause, which is contractually 

imposed by a platform on the seller restricting him to sell his products at a lower price on 

another platform or his own platform is known as price parity clause40. If the sellers/service 

providers are contractually obliged to provide most favourable price only on a particular 

platform and not on any other platform including his own, then such an agreement can be 

categorized as wide parity price agreement, whereas if the seller/service provider is delimited 

to provide favourable price only on his own platform, then this agreement can be categorized 

as narrow parity price agreement.  

The rationale behind such restriction lies in the vertical relation persisting between the online 

platforms and sellers/service providers and the apprehensions relating to free-riding by 

sellers/service providers to promote their own products/services by utilizing the facilities 

provided by online platforms and its large consumer reach.41 Even though the underlying 

principle justifies the need for such clauses, it has also raised various anti-competitive concerns 

across jurisdictions such as reduction of intra-brand competition based on commission and 

quality of service provided, creation of entry barrier for new low cost models trying to enter 

the market and horizontal collusion.42  

The online travel agency markets across jurisdictions have highlighted the anti-competitive 

concerns raised by the price parity clauses. In India, in Federation of Hotel & Restaurant 

Association in India (FHRAI) v MMT-GoIbibo43 and RubTub Solutions v MMT-OYO44, the 

concerns related to price parity agreements were deliberated upon. The CCI, upon deliberation 

held that price parity clauses are prima-facie anti-competitive in nature and accordingly 

initiated an investigation for the same.  

 
39 supra note 22 para 82 
40 supra note 1  
41 Ariel Ezrachi, The competitive effects of parity clauses on online commerce, 11 ECJ 488, 490 (2015)  
42 supra note 22 para 84 
43 supra note 14 
44 supra note 15 
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The possibility of the seller/service provider taking advantage of the services provided, 

innovative investments, and large consumer outreach of the online portal to promote their 

products/ services for free and sell it on their own online portal for a lower price cannot be 

ignored.45 Thus, there is a need to strike a balance while deciding cases of price parity 

agreements and their consequences on the market. 

The anti-competitive concerns raised regarding price parity clauses mostly are consequences 

of the wide parity clauses. These anti-competitive concerns relating to wide parity clauses are 

raised due to the fundamental difference between the effects of wide and narrow clauses. While 

wide clauses tend to shift the bargaining power towards the online marketplace, narrow clauses 

can create a balance by fulfilling its purpose of delimiting free-riding as well as controlling the 

adverse effects caused by the agreements on the market.  

The extent of the anti-competitive consequences caused by parity clauses also depends upon 

market power of the online platform in the relevant market, as acknowledged by CCI.46 

Keeping this in mind, CCI in its market report has suggested a case to case analysis for price 

parity clauses, however, the CCI market report fails to provide clarity regarding their views on 

wide and narrow parity clauses.47  

Thus, a more legally appropriate approach towards the problem would be to allow only narrow 

price parity clauses and then gauge the effects of the same with respect to the market power of 

an online platform on a case-to-case basis.  

GLOBAL APPROACH:  

The issues, globally across various jurisdictions, in essence, remain the same- projection of 

anti-competitive behaviour, legally and ethically questionable conduct of major market players 

of the E-commerce sector regarding usage of data, taking due advantage of the third-party 

sellers in the market, platform neutrality, etc. In order to combat these difficulties, various 

countries have taken proactive steps ranging from amending their antitrust legislations to 

enforcing certain compliance/regulations depending upon the type of business and size of the 

corporation.  

 
45 supra note 1 para 94 
46 supra note 1 
47 supra note 1  
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In 2017, Germany amended its Competition Act48 and to ease the process of determining the 

market position of multisided markets and networks, the act in particular lists out certain factors 

that shall also be taken into account while determining the market power, such as direct and 

indirect network effects, parallel use of service and innovation driven market pressure and 

access to data relevant to competition.49  

Based on the Report by the “German Competition Commission 4.0”50, refusal to provide data 

without any objective justification to newer platforms shall be categorised as anticompetitive 

conduct and thus there should be issuance of access to data in exchange of remuneration. It is 

of the view that if access to data is repudiated and not permitted to all, it would form a systemic 

problem in the antitrust culture which would therefore make the authorities and agencies unable 

to cope. The aforementioned report formed the basis of the Draft Bill, 2020 and thus such 

recommendations were taken into account and new amendments were included in the draft bill. 

The Bill also recognizes the power intermediaries pose on the upstream and downstream 

markets and such power is to be considered as a factor while determining market power. 

The Australian Competition and Consumer Act, 2010 made certain amendments, specifically 

in the area of determination of market power. The Act initially prohibited any corporation that 

has a substantial degree of market power from engaging in any conduct that has the possibility 

of lessening competition in the market due to which the 2017 amendment stated that causal 

connection would no longer be a necessary precondition to establish substantial market power 

and taking “advantage” of the market power which in turn implies that the prohibition would 

apply to a broader range of activities by a company.51  

Even though there is no single uniform compliance system approved by the Government,  

The ACCC promulgated directions for a compliance programme that would cater to both the 

micro-business and large corporate entities. In Australia, there is a popular opinion that 

effective compliance programmes should be meaningfully incorporated into the company’s 

culture. 

 
48 Act against Restraints of Competition, 2017 
49 Act against Restraints of Competitions, §.18(3a), 2017  
50 Federal Ministry for Economic affairs and Energy, ‘A New Competition Framework for the Digital 

Economy’(2019) 
51 King & Wood Mallesons, Competition Compliance in Australia, Lexology (10 June 2019) 

<https://www.lexology.com/library/detail.aspx?g=b092ec53-9966-469c-b584-8a63b004c1aa>  
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In the Google Search (Shopping) 52which acted as a dominant search engine in various 

markets, was accused of manipulating the general search results pages, of its own comparison-

shopping service compared to competing comparison-shopping services. This case highlights 

how Google used its dominance in other markets and leveraged it to gain dominance in its 

comparison-shopping service results as well. It also highlights that the algorithm based digital 

infrastructure can be manipulated and used favour oneself thereby, gaining establishing a wider 

user base and gaining market power. This behaviour can also be replicated by the E-commerce 

platforms to gain dominance which further makes the concerns regarding the various antitrust 

issues much more serious.  

In July 2019, European Commission initiated an antitrust investigation against Amazon 

under Article 102 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union (TFEU).53 Its 

accusation mainly comprised of the fact that Amazon had been using sensitive data of 

independent retailers that used the platform to further the sale of its products. The investigation 

will take an in-depth look at the dual role performed by the platform wherein it acts as a 

marketplace for other retailers but also sells its own product on the platform. Similarly, in 2018, 

Germany initiated an “abuse of dominance” proceedings against Amazon because of the 

various alleged abuse rules and practices used by Amazon such as lack of transparency in 

terms of the contract unexpected termination and blocking of sellers account, obligation of 

the seller to bear costs of returns of the customer54. However, in July 2019, the investigation 

was closed because Amazon agreed to comply with certain changes such as exhibiting more 

transparency in the terms of the contract and search results, further it also agreed to give a 

notice of 15 days before changing the terms of contract or altering any existing programs on 

the platform and the platform also terminated the right it had reserved to terminate contractual 

relations with any retailer on the platform with no compulsion to give any reason or notice.55 

In 2020, the United States’ members of the House Antitrust Subcommittee, in a hearing, 

interrogated the CEOs of Alphabet, Amazon, Apple and Facebook. Such hearing was 

ostensibly about the antitrust and anticompetitive behaviour exhibited by these companies. The 

U.S House Judiciary Committee’s Anti-trust Report also highlights Amazon’s conduct of 

 
52 supra note 29 
53 European Commission, ‘Antitrust: Commission opens investigation into possible anti-competitive conduct of 

Amazon’, European Commission (17th July 2019) 

 < https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/IP_19_4291>  
54 ‘The Bundeskartellamt closes its abuse of dominance proceedings against Amazon’ (2019) B2-88/18   

available at <https://www.bundeskartellamt.de/EN/Home/home_node.html> 
55 ibid 
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exploiting or as report labels “bullying” sellers through its established market dominance.56 

One noteworthy statement from the report is, “In public, Amazon designates third-party sellers 

as ‘partners.’ But internal management shows that, behind closed doors, the company refers 

to them as ‘competitors’.”57 

The debate surrounding price parity clauses across globe is perplexing. The first decision that 

led to the scrutiny of price parity clauses was by Germany in the HRS Booking case58 where it 

was concluded that parity clauses are an infringement of the Germany’s Competition Act. 

Subsequently, the online travel agencies’ in Germany started applying narrow parity clauses 

which led to the analysis of narrow parity clauses in the Booking.com case59, and the 

Bundeskartellamt was of the view that even ‘narrow parity clauses’ violates the German 

Competition Act as well as Art.101(1) of TFEU. France, Sweden and Italy also started an 

investigation against Booking.com pari passu. Subsequently, the case was closed against 

Booking.com after adopting analogous decisions by permitting narrow parity clauses.60 The 

distorted approach of the European Nations was unified by the decision taken by Düsseldorf 

Higher Regional Court in June 2019, which overturned the decision taken by the 

Bundeskartellamt and legalized the imposition of narrow parity clauses with German hotels.61 

However, the ‘Law Macron’ once again banned all forms parity clauses in the online hotel 

industry in France.62 Amazon also made commitments to the European Commission regarding 

wide parity clauses on its e-books platform.63 

Thus, various jurisdictions across frontiers have tried to elucidate on the anti-competitive 

concerns of the E-commerce platforms.  

 
56 Sub-committee on anti-trust, commercial and administrative law of the committee on the judiciary, 

Investigation of Competition in digital market, (2020) 

https://judiciary.house.gov/uploadedfiles/competition_in_digital_markets.pdf> accessed 24th October, 2020 
57 ibid at 257 
58 Hotel Reservation Services v IHA, B 9 - 66/10, (2013) 
59 ‘Best price' clause of online hotel portal Booking also violates competition law’ (2015) B9-121/13 available at 

<https://www.bundeskartellamt.de/EN/Home/home_node.html>    
60 European Union, The French, Italian and Swedish Competition Authorities accept commitments offered by 

Booking.com European Union (2015), <https://webgate.ec.europa.eu/multisite/ecn-brief/en/content/french-

italian-and-swedish-competition-authorities-accept-commitments-offered-bookingcom>  
61 Bryan Cave Leighton Paisner LLP, Price parity clauses and Booking.com - a more unified approach or a 

reminder of diverging opinions? Lexology (10th June 2019) 

<https://www.lexology.com/library/detail.aspx?g=025134c4-b7b7-4275-aee8-6256d54894cc> accessed 20th 

October 2020 
62 Evershed Sutherlands LLP, France - Macron Law: a focus on online hotel reservation platforms, Lexology 

(20th October 2015), <https://www.lexology.com/library/detail.aspx?g=785e2505-1fa1-486f-b5ef-

30f70ca761aa> accessed 20th October 2020 
63 European Commission, ‘Antitrust: Commission accepts commitments from Amazon on e-books’, European 

Commission (4th May 2017), < https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/IP_17_1223 >  
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ENDEAVOURS BY THE INDIAN AUTHORITIES 

FDI Policy 2018: The Consolidated Foreign Direct Investment Policy 201864 states that the E-

commerce companies in India are allowed to be involved strictly in Business-to-Business 

activities and not Business-to-Consumer. The Policy allows 100% FDI in a Marketplace based 

E-commerce model however, no FDI is permitted in the Inventory based model. The inherent 

difference in these two models is that the Marketplace based model acts as a facilitator between 

third party sellers/service providers and consumers while with respect to the Inventory-based 

model, the inventory of goods and services is owned by the platform and can be sold to the 

consumers directly. The rudimentary objective for such a restraint on the inventory-based 

model is to shield the conventional brick-and-mortar stores from heavily funded foreign E-

commerce companies. However, it should be noted that the restriction is applicable solely to 

foreign companies which means that there is a possibility that domestic companies cannot cause 

the same level of damage to the brick and mortar stores. The Policy also highlights that E-

commerce marketplaces cannot influence the prices of goods and services and are to maintain 

a fair level playing field. Certain other curbs placed on the E-commerce marketplaces state that 

any entity having any equity participation in the marketplace will not simultaneously provide 

goods and services on the platform and the marketplace itself should have no ownership of the 

inventory. Another essential condition is that if the marketplace is providing any service to its 

vendors on the platform in which it possesses direct or indirect equity control, such should be 

carried out in a fair and non-discriminatory manner. Thus, the FDI Policy has placed restrictions 

on inventory-based marketplaces along with certain other conditions. Nonetheless, there is 

ambiguity about whether such restrictions are ultimately fulfilling the prescribed purpose. 

DRAFT E-COMMERCE POLICY: In the Draft E-Commerce Policy65 prepared by the 

Department for Promotion of Industry and Internal Trade, takes cognizance of an array of the 

issues surrounding Data and E-commerce platforms and the intricate interrelatedness between 

various factors. The Draft also states that certain regulations must be brought in regarding the 

management and access to data, especially of E-commerce platforms. In view of competition, 

the Draft also recognizes, that a few companies on E-commerce platforms have a significant 

standing and hence may monopolise the market. The regulatory framework for different issues 

arising in different areas of law because of the E-commerce and online platforms have been 

 
64 Ministry of Commerce & Industry, Department of Industrial Policy & Promotion, Press Note No.2(2018 

Series) 
65 Department for Promotion of Industry & Internal Trade, Draft National E-commerce Policy, (2019) 
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suggested in the draft. The draft emphasizes the need of enacting regulations in areas of law 

and taxation, thus regulations in the field of competition law will ensure fair competition. 

The Draft is a step in the right direction and can provide guidance and direction to monitor the 

rising antitrust concerns in the market. 

RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSION 

In India, the scenario surrounding E-commerce platforms and their impact on the competition 

have not been severely negative and adverse. However, the nature of the market is volatile and 

erratic that it would not take long to reach a tipping point and post that it would in-turn be very 

difficult to control and regulate all the variables affecting the various elements of the market 

such as the competition in the market, the economy, welfare of the consumer, etc. The E-

commerce platforms having an intrinsically digital structure, therefore, is fundamentally 

different from the conventional market structure. Its unique dynamics are cardinally based on 

algorithms, data collection and other such factors that are new and not completely 

comprehensible by all 66 Thus, it is supremely imperative to understand the underlying market 

structure67 and such understanding and acknowledgement of the new market structure should 

be reflected in the competition law of the country and also in the functioning of law 

enforcement authorities. 

The Competition Act has been drafted to accommodate an array of scenarios and is not 

exhaustive in nature. However, the approach taken by the adjudicating authorities have 

presented certain gaps (can change word) which if bridged would lead to an all-encompassing 

series of judgements.  

In order to do so, the factors of determination of market power should not only include the 

traditional aspects but also network effects, availability of data, barriers to entry, 

conglomeration of services provided cross leveraging of market power, etc. 

The current market is highly concentrated, however none of the players are considered to be 

“dominant”. Such a concentrated market structure promotes conduct which is anti-competitive 

in nature.68 There needs to be a recognition of the concentrated market structure in which power 

is held by significant players in the digital market leading to greater dependency of third-party 

 
66 supra note 22   
67 supra note 23  
68 supra note 23 
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sellers/service providers on such players that could lead to potential abuse of power in the 

market.  

The CCI report states that scrutiny can be done on case-to-case basis and case can either fall 

under vertical integration or abuse of dominance.69 However, to prove vertical integration, the 

burden of proof is on the informant as there is no presumption of AAEC in the cases of vertical 

integration.70 As established, the functioning of E-commerce platforms is highly technical and 

not comprehensible by all. Thus, it would prove rather easier for Companies against whom the 

case is brought to prove that they have not indulged in anti-competitive practices rather than 

the informants. 

In addition to adopting the structural changes, the point of focus should be on preventative 

measures such as compliances facilitating transparency and fair balance in bargaining power. 

There should be transparency about the factors behind the listing of products/services so that 

preferential treatment based on discounts provided and favouritism towards private brands and 

preferred sellers/service providers can be minimized and complete clarification regarding the 

terms of agreement and services entered into between online platforms and third-party 

sellers/service providers should be furnished and the cost bearing mechanism that is enforced 

should be elucidated clearly by the platform and such mechanism should be uniform to ensure 

fair treatment. Non-compliance of the same should be dealt by taking strict actions such as 

heavy penalties and revocation of permissions till the compliances are complied with. 

As the concentration of power increases in the hands of the few, it is likely to have adverse 

effects on our democratic ideals, and overall economic efficiency and consumer welfare in the 

long haul. The CCI should take more proactive measures and suo moto actions to understand 

the intricate structure of the market and deter the companies from indulging in anti-competitive 

behaviour ex-ante. After all, competition does not merely constitute the survival, but also the 

thriving of companies.  

 
69 supra note 1 
70 The Competition Act, §.3(4), 2002 
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